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1. INTRODUCTION
Let A and B be fields of subsets of a set X. A charge is a finitely
 .  .  .additive set function m: A ª R, i.e., m A j A s m A q m A ,1 2 1 2
< <whenever A , A g A are disjoint. If m is a charge, let m denote the1 2
5 5 < < .corresponding total ¨ariation and let m s m X be the total ¨ariation
5 5norm of m. A charge m is bounded if m - `. A charge m taking only the
values 0 and 1 is a 0]1 charge. For information about charges, we refer the
w xreader to 2 .
Let A and B be fields of subsets of a set X and let m and n be charges
 .  .on A and B, respectively. Say that m and n are consistent if m C s n C
  4for all C g A l B. In the case when A l B s B, X consistency means
 .  . .only that m X s n X .
It is a well-known result that any two consistent charges on two fields A
and B of subsets of a set X have a common extension to A k B s the
.field generated by A and B . This problem was suggested by the papers of
w x w xGuy 4 and Ptak 9 and a proof of this result was provided by DorothyÂ
w xMaharam 8 . The latter dealt with this more general problem:
Gi¨ en a family of finitely additi¨ e measures m , g g G, defined on a family ofg
fields F , g g G, of subsets of X, under what conditions will there exist ag
measure r, defined on a field F containing each F , and agreeing with eachg
m on F ?g g
Let L denote the set of all real valued functions on X. For each g g G,
let L be the subset of L consisting of all F measurable step functions ong g
X, and for each f g L , letg
T f s f dm . . Hg g
X
Then the measures m have a common extension to a charge r if and onlyg
if there exists a common extension of the linear maps T to a linear spaceg
containing each L . Dorothy Maharam was concerned with the problem ofg
extending the linear maps T and she showed that when the cardinality ofg
w xG is 2 every consistent pair of maps T , T is extendable 8 . Moreover,1 2
applying her results to the marginal problem, she provided us with a
w xpartial generalization of the following result of Kellerer 6 :
n  4THEOREM 1.1. Let X s  X , where each X has a gi¨ en field B ofis1 i i i
measurable subsets specified, let I be a nonempty family of subsets of
 41, . . . , n and let m , I g I, be a consistent system of measures on the ¨ariousI
 .spaces X , B , I g I, where B is the field of subsets of X generated by theI I I
cylinders on the sets in B , i g I. Then there exists a measure r on X which isi
a common extension of this system of measures.
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The theorem proved by Dorothy Maharam allows the number of fields
to be arbitrary, but produces a finitely additive extension. For further
w xresults on common extensions of charges we refer the reader to 8, 10 .
In the present paper we deal with pairs of bounded consistent charges
and we are interested in bounded extensions. If the boundness condition is
not dropped, the extension problem does not admit an easy affirmative
solution; in fact, Lipecki gave some examples to show that there are
w xbounded consistent charges having no bounded common extension 7 . A
complete solution of the problem of when two bounded consistent charges
w xhave a bounded common extension was provided by Theorem 1.5 of 1 .
Call B s C : C : C : ??? : C s X a chain in A j B of length0 1 2 Nq1
.  .N if all C 's are in A j B and call a chain finite or infinite a real chaini
if each difference C y C is nonempty and each of its sets C exceptiq1 i i
.for the first and the last is in exactly one of A, B. Moreover C is in Biq1
 .  .respectively A whenever C is in A respectively B .i
 4Let A l B s B, X . Consider the following statements:
 .i All real chains in A j B are of bounded length.
 .ii Any two bounded, consistent charges on A and B have a
bounded common extension.
 .iii Any two 0]1 consistent charges on A and B have a bounded
common extension.
 .iv All real chains in A j B are of finite length.
w x  .  .  .Basile, Shortt, and Rao in 1 proved the implications i « ii « iii
 .« iv and they posed the following two open problems:
 .1 If any two bounded, consistent charges on A and B have a
bounded common extension then are all real chains in A j B of bounded
length?
 .2 If all real chains in A j B are of finite length then have any two
consistent 0]1 charges on A and B a bounded common extension?
In this paper, we answer these two questions and we give global conditions
on A and B under which any 0]1 charges m and n have a bounded
common extension.
w xOur technique is one recently introduced by Gobel and Shortt 3 inÈ
connection with finding conditions sufficient for the existence of a com-
mon extension of two group-valued finitely additive measures m: A ª G
and n : B ª G to another such measure r : A k B ª G. Such an exten-
sion always exists provided that either the group G admits a compact group
topology or in case the fields A and B are closely connected. In order to
measure the degree of such a connection, a distance function d is
w xintroduced on the Stone space of A k B. In 3, Theorem 3.2 , it was
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proved that such common extensions exist so long as the distance function
d is bounded; this is the case when A and B are independent or even
w x w xweakly independent 3, Theorem 4.2 . The approach in 3 was purely
algebraic. Rather surprisingly, this same technique can be successfully
turned upon the analytic problem of finding global conditions on A and B
necessary and sufficient for the existence of bounded common extensions
of bounded finitely additive real-valued measures.
2. BOUNDED EXTENSIONS OF 0]1 CHARGES
 .  .Let A and B be fields of subsets of a set X. Let St A , St B , and
 .St A k B be the Stone representation spaces of the Boolean algebras A,
 .  .B, and A k B, respectively. We define a function F: St A k B ª St A
 .  .  .= St B by putting F u s u , u , where u and u are the restrictions1 2 1 2
 . w xof the 0]1 charge ultrafilter u to A and B, respectively, 3 . Clearly, F is
 .a continuous function. For A g A and B g B, we see that u A l B s 0
 .  .if and only if either u A s 0 or u B s 0. It follows that the mapping F
 .is one-to-one and therefore a homeomorphism of St A k B onto R s
 .  . .  .R A, B s range F . Since any 0]1 charge on A or on B can be
 .  .extended to a 0]1 charge on A k B, we see that p R s St A and1
 .  .p R s St B , where p and p are the coordinate projections from2 1 2
 .  .  .St A = St B . Throughout this paper we shall identify R with St A k B .
 .Given points p and p9 in St A k B , a sequence p , p , . . . , p in0 1 n
 .St A k B is a p-chain of length n from p to p9 if p s p, p s p9, and for0 n
 .  .  .  .each i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, either p p s p p or p p s p p .1 i 1 iq1 2 i 2 iq1
 .  .  4  .We define d: St A k B = St A k B ª 0, 1, . . . , ` by putting d p, p9
s 0 in case p s p9 and otherwise
 4d p , p9 s inf n: there is a p-chain of length n from p to p9 . .
The function d is a distance, i.e., it is symmetric and satisfies the triangle
 . inequality. Note that d p, p9 s ` is possible i.e., there may be no
. w x  .p-chains from p to p9 3 . For every p, p9 in St A k B , we define
d p , p9 s inf n: there is a p-chain of length n from p to p9, .V
p s p , . . . , p s p9, with p p s p p for .  .0 n 1 i 1 iq1
every 0 F i F n , i even, and with p p s p p .  .2 i 2 iq1
for every 1 F i F n , i odd ,4
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and
d p , p9 s inf n: there is a p-chain of length n from p to p9, .H
p s p , . . . , p s p9, with p p s p p for .  .0 n 2 i 2 iq1
every 0 F i F n , i even, and with p p s p p .  .1 i 1 iq1
for every 1 F i F n , i odd .4
It is not hard to check that d s d n d .V H
THEOREM 2.1. Let A and B be fields of subsets of a set X. The following
are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .i For all p, p9 g St A k B , d p, p9 - `.
 .ii Any two 0]1 charges on A and B ha¨e a bounded common
extension.
 .iii Any two 0]1 charges on A and B ha¨e an integer ¨alued
bounded common extension r : A k B ª Z.
 .  .Proof. iii « ii . Trivial.
 .  .  4  4i « iii . Let m: A ª 0, 1 and n : B ª 0, 1 be charges. Since the
Stone space of any field F can be identified as the collection of all 0]1
 .charges on F, we can consider m as a point of St A and n as a point
 .  .  .of St B . Hence, there exist p and q in St A k B such that p p s m1
 .  .and p q s n . Since d p, q - `, there exists a p-chain, say p s2 0
 .  .  .p, p , . . . , p s q, in St A k B from p to q. If p p s p p , define1 n 1 1 1
 .  .  .r p s 0, r p s 1 if k is odd and 1 F k F n, r p s y1 if k is evenÄ Ä Äk k
 .  .and 2 F k F n y 1, if n is odd, and define r p s 0, r p s 1 if k is oddÄ Ä k
 .  .and 1 F k F n y 1, r p s y1 if k is even and 2 F k - n, r q s 0, if nÄ Äk
 .  .is even. In the case when p p s p p , we proceed in an analogous2 2 1
way.
 .Let F be the field of all clopen subsets of St A k B and define a
charge r : F ª Z in the following way: for every C g F,
r C s r p . .  .Ä i
p gCi
 .Then, for every clopen subset A of St A ,
r A = St B l St A k B / 0 m m g A .  . . .
 .and, for every clopen subset of St B ,
r St A = B l St A k B / 0 m n g B. .  . . . .
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v .   ..  .Henceforward we identify A with A = St B l St A k B : A
 .4   . .  .clopen subset of St A , B with St A = B l St A k B : B clopen
 .4subset of St B , and A k B with the field of all clopen subsets of
 .St A k B .
We can consider r as a charge on A k B that extends m and n : it is the
integer valued, bounded common extension of m and n that we are
looking for.
 .  .  .ii « i . Suppose that i does not hold. Then let p and p9 be two
 .  .points of St A k B such that d p, p9 s `.
 .  .Let C be the set of all points q of St A k B with 0 F d p, q F 1.1 V
 .  .Let C be the set of all points q of St A k B with 0 F d q, t F 1, for2 H
some t in C .1
Continuing in this way, we define, for n odd,
C s q g St A k B : 0 F d q , t F 1, for some t in C 4 .  .n V ny1
and, for n even,
C s q g St A k B : 0 F d q , t F 1, for some t in C . 4 .  .n H ny1
It can be proved that each C is compact. For example, C is the set ofi 1
 .  .  . y1 4.all points q in St A k B such that p p s p q , hence C s p p1 1 1 1
and, therefore, it is closed and, hence, compact. The set C is the2
 .collection of all points q in St A k B such that there exists p inq.
 .  .  .  .  .St A k B with p p s p p and p p s p q , therefore C s1 1 q. 2 q. 2 2
  .  ..  .St A = p C l St A k B and hence it is compact. Then C s2 1
`  .D C is s-compact and, hence, a Borel set see Fig. 1 .is1 i
FIGURE 1
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Repeating the same argument, starting from p9, we find a s-compact
Borel set D s D` D .is1 i
Let
T s p C = p C , .  .1 1 2
T s p D = p D , .  .2 1 2
T s St A y p C j p D = St B y p C j p D .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .  .3 1 1 2 2
then
St A k B : T j T j T . . 1 2 3
 .   ..Since every point of St A respectively of St B is a 0]1 charge on A
 .  .  .respectively on B , m s p p and n s p p9 are two 0]1 charges on A1 2
and B, respectively. Let r be a bounded common extension of m and n .
v .Keeping with the identification made in , we can consider m, n , and r as
  ..  .  .4charges on A = St B l St A k B : A clopen subset of St A , on
  . .  .  .4St A = B l St A k B : B clopen subset of St B and on the field of
 .all clopen subsets of St A k B , respectively. Clearly, since every charge
 . on the clopen subsets of St A k B is countably additive any countable
disjoint family of clopen sets consists of finitely many nonempty clopen
.sets , r is a measure and, therefore, it can be extended to a Baire measure
 . w xr on the Baire s-field on St A k B 2, 5 .0
Since r is a Baire measure, there exists a unique, regular Borel0
 . wmeasure r that extends r to the Borel s-field on St A k B 5,1 0
xTheorem D, p. 239 . Analogously, m and n have unique, regular Borel
  ..  .extensions m and n to A = St B l St A k B : A Borel subset of1 1
 .4   . .  .  .4St A and to St A = B l St A k B : B Borel subset of St B ,
respectively.
Since the margins of a regular Borel measure are regular Borel mea-
sures, r has margins m and n . Hence,1 1 1
r p C = St B l St A k B s 0, .  .  . . .1 1
  .  ..  .because n f p C = St B l St A k B and1
r p C = St B l St A k B s 1, .  .  . . .1 1
  .  ..  ..because m g p C = St B l St A k B and this is not possible.1
Therefore, m and n are 0]1 charges with no bounded common extensions.
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3. BOUNDED EXTENSIONS OF GENERAL CHARGES
THEOREM 3.1. Let A and B be fields of subsets of a set X such that
 4A l B s B, X . Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i All real chains in A j B are of bounded length.
 .ii Any two bounded consistent charges on A and B ha¨e a bounded
common extension.
 .  .iii The d-distance between any two points in St A k B is bounded.
 .  . wProof. i « ii . This was observed by Basile, Rao, and Shortt 1,
xTheorem 2.4 .
 .  .  .ii « iii . Suppose that iii does not hold. Let p be a point of
 .   .St A k B . Then, by the triangle inequality satisfied by d, d p, q , q g
 .4St A k B is unbounded.
As in Theorem 2.1, define
C s q g St A k B : 0 F d p , q F 1 , 4 .  .1 V
...
C s q g St A k B : 0 F d q , t F 1, for some t in C , 4 .  .n V ny1
if n is odd and
C s q g St A k B : 0 F d q , t F 1, for some t in C , 4 .  .n H ny1
for n even.
`  .  .If C s D C / St A k B , we take p9 in St A k B y C and, notingis1 i
 .that d p, p9 s `, we proceed as in Theorem 2.1 and we find two 0]1
charges on A and B with no bounded common extension.
`  .If C s D C s St A k B , define A s C , B s C y C , . . . , B sis1 i 0 1 0 1 2 n
C , and A s C , for every n G 1.2 n n 2 nq1
Fix points a g A , b g B , b g B , . . . , b n g0 0 0 0 1 1 1q 2q ? ? ? q 2
  ..nB , . . . , and define two measures m and n on A = St B l1q2q ? ? ? q2
 .  .4   . .  .St A k B : A clopen subset of St A and on St A = B l St A k B :
 .4B clopen subset of St B , respectively, in the following way,
1 if a g A0 0m A = St B l St A k B s .  . . .  0 otherwise
and
`1 1 1
n s d q d q d ,b b b n2 nq20 1 1q2q ? ? ? q22 2 2ns1
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where
1 if b g Bi id St A = B l St A k B s .  . . .b i 0 otherwise.
The measures m and n have no bounded common extension to the field of
 .all clopen subsets of St A k B . In fact, suppose r is a bounded common
 .extension of m and n to the field of all clopen subsets of St A k B . Then
r has a unique, regular Borel extension, r, to the Borel s-field onÄ
 .St A k B . Let m and n be the unique, regular extensions of m and n toÄ Ä
  ..  .  .4   .A = St B l St A k B : A Borel subset of St A and to St A =
.  .  .4B l St A k B : B Borel subset of St B . Since the margins of a
regular, Borel measure clearly are Borel measures, the margins of r mustÄ
1` `  ..be m and n . Then r is unbounded, since r D C y C G Ä Ä Ä Ä is1 2 i 2 iy1 ns1 n
and this is not possible.
 .  .  .iii « i . For a fixed positive integer n, suppose that d p, p9 - 2n for
 .  .all p, p9 in St A k B . We claim all real chains for the pair A, B have
 . length - 4 n y 1 . In fact, suppose there is a real chain of length G 4 n
.y 1 . It is not hard to see that there is a real chain of length exactly
v .  .4 n y 1 . Keeping with the identification made in , we can write this
chain as
B ; A ; B ; A ; B ??? ; A ; B ; St A k B , .0 0 1 1 2 ny3 2 ny3
  ..  .  .4where A g A = St B l St A k B : A clopen subset of St A andi
  . .  .  .4B g St A = B l St A k B : B clopen subset of St B , for everyi
0 F i F 2n y 2.
Let A s A , B s B , A s A y A , B s B y B , for every 1 F i0 0 0 0 i i iy1 i i iy1
 .  .F 2n y 2, A s St A k B y A , and B s St A k B y2 ny1 2 ny2 2 ny1
B . Then A , A , . . . , A , A and B , B , . . . , B , B are2 ny2 0 1 2 ny2 2 ny1 0 1 2 ny1 2 ny2
 .   ..  .partitions of St A k B consisting of sets in A = St B l St A k B :
 .4   . .  .A clopen subset of St A and in St A = B l St A k B : B clopen
 .4subset of St B , respectively.
 .Choose p in A and p9 in A l B . We assert that d p, p9 G 2n,0 n n
establishing the implication.
To see this, suppose that p s p, . . . , p s p9, is a p-chain of minimal0 N
 .length N s d p, p9 joining p to p9. But, then, we see that p g A l B ,i J k
 . where j q k ' i mod. n . In traversing this minimal p-chain, each step
from p to p must shift position from ``box'' to the next in Fig. 2.i iq1
Since p s p9 g A l B , it must be N G 2n, as desired.N n n
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FIGURE 2
4. BOUNDNESS OF CHAINS AND EXTENSIONS
OF 0]1 CHARGES
 .  .Consider the statements iii and iv given at the end of the Introduc-
w x  .tion. Basile, Rao, and Shortt in Theorem 2.4 of 1 proved that iii implies
 .  .iv . In what follows, we shall offer an example to prove that iv does not
 .imply iii , namely, we shall construct two fields A and B such that all real
chains in A j B are of finite length but not of bounded length and we
shall define two consistent 0]1 charges on A and B, respectively, having
no bounded common extension.
 4DEFINITION 4.1. Let F : i g I be a collection of subsets of a set X.i
 4:  4Then F : i g I is the field generated by F : i g I .i i
 .DEFINITION 4.2. Let F be a family of fields of subsets of some setsi ig I
 .X . Theni ig I
 4 :F s P F : F g F and i g I : F / X is finite . 4m i ig I i i i i i
igI
 .LEMMA 4.3. Let F be a family of fields of subsets of some setsn ng N
 . U  4X and let F s F = X = ??? = ??? : F g F m ??? m F . Thenn ng N n nq1 1 n
`
UF s F .m Dn n
ngN ns1
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LEMMA 4.4. Let F be an element of F U. Then F can be written asn
k
j jF s E = ??? = E = X = ??? , .D 1 n nq1
js1
where E j g F for e¨ery 1 F i F n and 1 F j F k and Es l Et s B for e¨eryi i n n
1 F s, t F k, s / t.
Proof. Since F g F U , we can write F s D = X = ??? , where D sn nq1
s  j j. jD D = ??? = D , D g F , for every 1 F i F n and 1 F j F s.js1 1 n i i
For s s 2,
D1 = ??? = D1 j D2 = ??? = D2 .  .1 n 1 n
s D1 = ??? = D1 j D2 = ??? = D2 = D1 l D2 .  .  . . .1 ny1 1 ny1 n n
j D1 = ??? = D1 = D1 y D2 .  . .1 ny1 n n
j D2 = ??? = D2 = D2 y D1 . .  . .1 ny1 n n
By induction, then it is straightforward to prove that there is an
k j j j .expression of D, D s D E = ??? = E , where the E are disjoint.js1 1 n n
 4EXAMPLE 4.5. For every natural number n G 1, let X s Y s 0, . . . , nn n
 .and let S be the subset of X = Y whose elements are the pairs k, k ,n n n
 .for every 0 F k F n and the pairs k, k y 1 , for every 1 F k F n.
For every n G 1, let A be the field of subsets of S whose atoms aren n
 4  .4  .  .4A , . . . , A , where A s 0, 0 and A s k, k y 1 , k, k for every0 n 0 k
1 F k F n and let B be the field of subsets of S whose atoms aren n
 4  .4  .  .4B , . . . , B , where B s n, n and B s k, k , k q 1, k for every0 n n k
0 F k F n y 1.
Every real chain in A j B has length F 2n and there are two chainsn n
of length 2n, viz.
A ; B ; A j A ; ??? ; B j ??? j B ; S0 0 0 1 0 ny1 n
and
B ; A ; B j B ; A j A ; ??? ; A j ??? j A ; S .n n ny1 n ny1 n 1 n n
Let S s S = ??? = S = ??? be the Cartesian product of S , let A s1 n i
` `  4m A , and B s m B . From the fact that A l B s B, X fori i n nis0 is0
 4every n G 1 it follows that A l B s B, S .
We claim that all real chains in A j B are of finite length, but not of
bounded length. It is clear that there is no bound for the length of real
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chains, since, for n G 1, in A j B there is a chain of length 2n, e.g.,
B ; S = ??? = S = A = S = ???1 ny1 0 n
; S = ??? = S = B = S = ??? ; ???1 ny1 0 n
; S = ??? = S = B j ??? j B = S = ??? ; S, .1 ny1 0 ny1 n
which is the chain having all its coordinates equal to S for every i / n andi
having the elements of a chain of length 2n of A j B in its nthn n
coordinates.
By contradiction, suppose that in A j B there is a real chain of infinite
length
B ; A ; B ; A ; B ; ??? ; A ; B ; ??? .0 0 1 1 n n
U k i.  j j . jIf B g B , for every B s D C = ??? = C = S = ??? , where Ci n i js1 1 n nq1 t
 . Ug B for every 1 F t F n and for every 1 F j F k i and if A g A fort s n
l s.  j j . jevery A s D D = ??? = D = S = ??? , where D g A for everyS js1 1 n nq1 t t
 .1 F t F n and for every 1 F j F l s , since we can write B s C = Si i nq1
k i.  j j .= ??? and A s D = S = ??? , where C s D C = ??? = C andi i nq1 i js1 1 n
l i.  j j.D s D D = ??? = D , respectively, it is clear that the chain musti js1 1 n
have finite length, since its non-trivial elements are only in the first n
coordinates.
If the previous hypothesis does not hold, we can suppose, without loss of
U U l  jgenerality, that A g A and B g B , so that A s D D = ??? =1 n 1 nq1 1 js1 1
j . jD = S = ??? , where D g A for every 1 F i F n and for every 1 F jn nq1 i i
k  j j . jF l and B s D C = ??? = C = S = ??? , where C g B for1 js1 1 nq1 nq2 i i
every 1 F i F n q 1 and for every 1 F j F k. By Lemma 4.4, we can write
r  j j . j sB s D E = ??? = E = S = ??? , where E l E s B, for ev-1 js1 1 n nq1 nq1 nq1
ery j, s with 1 F j, s F r and j / s and E j g B for every 1 F i F n q 1i i
and 1 F j F r.
So,
l r
j j j jD = ??? = D = S = ??? ; E = ??? = E = S ??? . .  .D D1 n nq1 1 nq1 nq2
js1 js1
l  j j  4 .Let y g S . Then D D = ??? = D = y = S = ??? ; B andnq1 js1 1 n nq2 1
there exists a unique 1 F i F r such that y g E j ; thereforenq1
l
j j i iD = ??? = D ; E = ??? = E .  .D 1 n 1 n
js1
and, since this is true for any y g S , it follows thatnq1
l k
j j j jD = ??? = D ; E = ??? = E . .  .D F1 n 1 n
js1 js1
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l  j .Hence B > D F = E = S = ??? s F = S = ??? , where1 js1 nq1 nq2 nq1
k  j j . U U UF s F E = ??? = E . So there exists B g B , namely B s F =js1 1 n 1 n 1
S = ??? such that A ; BU ; B .nq1 1 1 1
Proceeding in the same way, in the case when A f BU , we obtain AU ,2 n 2
such that
A ; BU ; AU ; A ,1 1 2 2
generating a chain in AU j BU.n n
Since any infinite real chain in A k B generates an infinite real chain in
AU j BU and in AU j BU all real chains are of finite length; in A k Bn n n n
there cannot be real chains of infinite length.
Define m on A and n on B in the following way:
m s d0, 0.= ? ? ? =0 , 0.= ? ? ?
and
n s d .1, 1.= ? ? ? =n , n.= ? ? ?
It is clear that m and n have no bounded common extension.
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